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CONTROL

See Clearly, Control Visually

Why Foam Control?
Foam Control has wide ranging benefits across
various sectors and applications
Using a well specified Foam Control Solution adds value in many areas
of business. Increases in productivity can be directly measured following
the successful implementation of VMT Foam Control. There are also
less tangible benefits such as the increase in morale from making the
workplace a more satisfying place to be.
Some of the benefits of Foam Control include-

Time Savings
Maintenance Engineers and Technicians who have built years
of experience within an organisation also tend to build up years
of tools and miscellaneous items within their storage drawers,
cupboard and boxes. Our Foam Control allows only defined tools
to be stored in these spaces forcing the removal of clutter. This
makes finding a particular item MUCH quicker.

Make efficient working a habit - saving time
and money.
VMT Foam Control Solutions are professional and cost effective
solutions to provide organisation, control and error prevention to
your workplace.
We have supplied Foam Control to world class Lean organisations in
many sectors and applications. Foam Control Solutions are proven to have
multiple benefits across various sectors, ultimately resulting in performance
improvement and increased profitability,
Our Foam Solutions will help your teams and your business to;

Reduce errors
Improve accountability
Reduce loss from damage
Reduce time taking searching for tools and parts
And much more...

Our tests have shown time savings (in the process of looking for a
tool) of up to 89%

!

Confidence on the Move
Foam Control Tooling Solutions ensure that tooling isn’t left
behind before travelling to or from a different production line,
site or even country! A quick visual check of a tool box or case
will indicate whether all items are accounted for and ready to
go..

FOD (Foreign Object Damage)
With origins in Aviation where loose items or debris can have
catastrophic consequences. The same principle can be applied
to other sectors or environments such as the consequences of
a loose or unaccounted tool being left on a production line or
inside complex machinery. Foam Control will ensure all items are
collected after work is complete.

Protection
Foam Control is an excellent method of protecting your valuable
or easily damaged parts or equipment against damage whilst in
transit.
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Estimates & Quotations
Communicate
Tell us about the Foam Control project you are looking to complete.

Creating your Foam Solution...
STEP 1
VMT On-site

Send Tools

Send Tracings

New Tools

We will take the details
and measurements
we need on site with
minimal disruption to your
operations.

If you are able to be
without equipment for a
day or two we will quickly
measure and then send
the tools back to you.

We can supply detailed
instructions of how to send
us tracings of the tools.

We can supply a complete
package of new tools
along with a bespoke
Foam Solution to match.

What type of tooling or equipment and in what quantity is to be stored in the foam.
-A list or a (layout) picture of the tools is ideal.
What type of storage will the foam be located in?
-We will ensure we quote for the correct size and thickness of the foam so the quote
is as competitive as possible - we can also supply the storage solution.
What is the environment like that the foam will be located in?
-We carefully select grades and specification of our foams to ensure that they are
suited to the demands of the physical environment that they are serving in.
Would you like on-site support?
-We can arrange to visit your premises to discuss your project, advise the best
solution and survey the required information to generate a detailed quotation.

STEP 2

Competitive Quotation

We take special care to ensure that the Foam Solution is
intelligently designed. We take into account factors such
as weight of tools, environment of use and the most
sensible way of picking the tool or part from the pocket.

We will get a commercial quotation to you within 24 hours and in most cases on the
same day as your enquiry.
We are always happy to share the details of previous projects we have supplied to
help gain ‘buy-in’ within your organisation.

“We will get a commercial quotation to
you within 24 hours and in most cases
on the same day”

Our degree qualified graphic designers are passionate
about good design and will ensure that the Foam
Solution will perform for the user.

STEP 3
We don’t put any of our products into production unless
we have had approval from our client. This is the client’s
opportunity to confer with colleagues, check against tool
lists or request changes.

Proof
We don’t put anything into production until it has been approved by our client. We will
get bespoke design work to you within 5 days of quotation approval/purchase order.

First-off
We recommend having buy in from your working team before implementing new
visual management. For large scale projects we will always offer to produce a ‘first-off’
ahead of the bulk order to prove the concept.

STEP 4
Once we have approval from our client we will put the
Foam Solution into full production.
Foam solutions can generally be sent via courier and
we will ensure they are smartly delivered, not overly
packaged but protected from damage.
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Storage Options
We take a flexible approach when discussing
new projects and will work with you to meet your
exact standards and requirements.
Cases
‘Euro’ Stacking Cases
This Polypropylene case is durable and hard
wearing. A ribbed/reinforced base provides a
strong base particularly suited to movement
around conveyor systems.

Storage Options
Cabinets & Trolleys
Tool Drawer Cabinets
We can provide Foam Control that can be fitted
to and store the tools in your existing drawers
or supply the complete solution of cabinet and
foams.
We offer a range of cabinets suited to varying
budgets and working environments.

Open Top Trolleys

Available in a variety of sizes and providing the
stacking flexibility of nesting different size cases
together ensuring vital floor space isn’t wasted.

Keeping valuable tools and equipment to hand
and reducing time spent looking for items
through cluttered drawers is one of the main
advantages of utilising Foam Control.

Clear Lid Cases

Our open top trolleys allow Foam Control
to ensure tooling is to hand and time spent
searching for items is restricted.

We can offer options for supplying cases with
clear lids both ‘off-the-shelf’ and bespoke sizes.
Clear Lid cases offer the capability to view the
contents of a case or box at a glance.

Bespoke Trolleys

Identifying the contents of the box and that all
kit is present takes wasted over-processing
time out of material handling.

We can supply bespoke trolleys that allow
Foam Control storage for unusually large items
or if you have a particular need that isn’t met by
one of our standard cabinet or trolleys

Crushproof & Waterproof

Our Aluminium Framework extrusion is
extremely strong whilst also having the
flexibility to be tweaked and adapted over time
that fabricated options don’t provide.

Our Foam control inserts paired with crushproof
and waterproof cases provide an excellent
method of protecting your valuable or easily
damaged parts or equipment whilst in transit.
We can supply protective cases in a variety
of specifications to suit the level of protection
required.

Foam Control has wide ranging benefits across
various sectors and applications
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Foam Control Transformations

Foam Options

Before

After

Dummy valves used for checking
thread sizes on instrumentation valves
in production areas. No simple way to
pick exact thread size.

Parts set in a logical size layout with
defined pockets in the foam. Graphic
applied to the inside lid of the case to
provide visual guidance.

A large range of tools transported to
worldwide locations by a Licensed
Aircraft engineer. No visual control to
ensure all tooling is accounted for, FOD
risk.

Tooling all accounted for by shadow
foam, providing ‘at a glance’
information as to whether tooling is
missing. Smart multi-layer design to fit
large quantity of tools.

Basic kitting boxes used across
multiple production lines. No
segregation or colour coding and no
detailed part identification.

Colour coded dual colour shadow foam
with numbered parts label provides
segregation and easy identification.

We can assist with specifying the best foam
material choice to suite the exact needs of your
project.
Colours
We recommend the use of dual colour foam providing a shadow
effect when a tool, item or part is not present - providing a clear
visual cue.
We can offer a range of colours to suit your corporate branding,
guidelines or to provide segregation between areas.

Densities
A range of foam densities are available to suit the nature of the
application. Simple protective applications might work best with a
less dense cushioning foam, Whereas everyday use and storage
of heavy duty equipment might be might be best served with a
denser structurally rigid option.
We have the experience to provide clear to understand guidance.

Special Grades
We can advise the use of special grades of foam such as foam
with flame-retarding or anti-static properties. These special
foam grades are particularly suited to the demanding requirements of Electronics Production (anti-static) and Aerospace
(flame-retarding).
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Applications

Applications

Mobile Part Protection

Kitting Boxes

Parts that are easily damaged or at risk of
being damaged at significant cost can be
accounted for and protected using bespoke foams.

Ensures the parts are delivered to lineside or process in good condition and in
the correct quantity. Prevents disruption or
stoppages due to part shortages.

This is particularly important where there
is transportation around a factory or between facilities.

Kitting boxes also aid the operator as parts
are pre counted and easily identifiable.

Change Over / Spare Parts
Workstation Foam Control
Ensures tools and equipment are to hand
and reduces time spent looking for items
through cluttered drawers or on busy
work-surfaces.

Keep operationally critical spare parts
visually stored close to process, reducing
potential downtime in the event of equipment failure.

Simple but effective in aiding operator
efficiency.

Minimise wasted time in the SMED (Single
Minute Exchange of Die) process by locating the changeover parts close to the
process in an organised and logical layout
ready for switch out.

Line Operator Tool Kit

Maintenance Engineers

A simple but visual Foam Solution
allowing the operator of a production
line to take all tools required as part of
operating the line with him when moving
around the large area.

Combining Foam Control with a mobile
tool cabinet provides the flexibility that
comes with having a mobile work-surface
with all tooling that should be required
accounted by for before moving to the
maintenance process.

This includes tooling required to perform
preventative maintenance and day-to-day
modifications.
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Visual Management Boards
Shadowboards
Foam Solutions
Cleaning Stations
Health & Safety
Cabinets & Framework

For More Product Information &
Visual Management Solutions visit

www.v-m-t.co.uk

